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About This Game
While the bloody battle between Gandohar’s troops and the armies of the Orcs is raging in front of the gates of Oswaroth, the
emperor waits in the depths of his palace on the outcome of the struggle for power. However, he does not know that an elite
troop of Orcs, led by Rogdor, is making its way through secret paths into the fortress and is now close to the portals of the
throne room...

Gameplay
Utilize the opportunity to slip into the role of the Emperor Gandohar and his henchman Sordahon! These villains from the "Two
Worlds" universe are now playable for the first time ever in this strategy game, thus opening an entirely new perspective into the
vast world of Antaloor. Using foresight and skill, you must defend abandoned ruins, dark forests and winding catacombs against
the onrushing Orcs. Ward off each attack with clever tactics and weaponry, defending Gandohar's throne in the Oswaroth
fortress! Are you ready to break the high score and confront the ultimate Castle Defense challenge against opponents from
around the world?

Key features:
Comprehensive campaign mode provides an immersive approach to this strategic title
Jump right into the Arena mode for instant action
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Content based on both "Two Worlds" role-playing games
A range of environments including ruins, forests and catacombs
Two distinct playable characters to lead your army, both equipped with special attacks such as Fire Damage or Ice Bomb
Six uniquely different, upgradeable combat units such as Magicians and Rangers
Dozens of different enemy archetypes in over 20 independent classes
Advanced unit management with a variety of powers at your disposal
Massive levels with up to 50 units on-screen simultaneously
Individual graphics and sound settings
Atmospherically dense level based soundtrack
Competitive online high-score hunting in Campaign and Arena modes
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Title: Two Worlds II Castle Defense
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Reality Pump Studios
Publisher:
Topware Interactive
Release Date: 14 Jun, 2011
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP3 / Vista / 7 / 8
Processor: Intel/AMD Single-Core CPU 2.0 GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM
HD Space: 300 MB hard disc space
Video Card: Shader 2.0 and 128 MB RAM (Radeon HD, Geforce 8800GT)
DirectX: DirectX 9.0c or OpenGL 2.1
Misc: Internet connection for online leaderboards

English,French,German,Italian,Russian
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It was a nice try, you had a good run of it, but not worth a single cent to anyone.
Take this one out behind the barn and put her out of her misery.. Just got it and i love it!. Game is fun but 0 replay
Once you learn what and when to buy/upgrade units you will keep buying/upgrading same units everytime you restart the level..
The gameplay is too simple. There's only 7 different units. Two of those are functional copies of another two. And one is a
commander you can't place. All units have basically the same two upgrade options. Each level has a small number of fixed
positions you can place your units. Also, it's short, only 6 levels and 5 arena levels. I finished it all in under 3 hours on easy. But
due to the simplicity I was still bored. Fast forward wasn't fast enough. And I don't like how fast forward resets to normal speed
after each wave. The graphics look nice, nothing fantasic but good.
It's simple, it's short.. Tower defense game where you can spend points to change the position of your units and provide healing
in addition to the normal upgrades. Some units are cheaper to revive than heal if you sank enough gold into them. Not worth the
cost on its own, but it's part of the two worlds bundle. Quite possibly not even worth it then due to the hundreds of tower
defense games online.. Terrible, got this in a bunde. Just don't bother
. It's not bad if you have some spare time you want to kill, I had a 90% off coupon for it so I paid $1.
Not worth $10 though.. I had a 90% coupon, so I'am not angry, just disappointed.
You don't need much thinking.
Your towers(soldiers) are moving, so you have to teleport them from time to time to keep the troop together.
Yawn!. Much better than the RPG on which it is based.. this is sadly the best game out of the two worlds series. its actually fun
and fights can be challenging at times without getting out of hand or unfair. if you like tower defense games or are just looking
for a small game to kill some time, i would recommend this
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While I enjoy the deep strategic elements of Two Worlds II Castle Defense, it’s oppressively difficult and a chore to finish the
levels. Maybe if all the stages were unlocked right off the bat it wouldn’t be such an issue, but when you have to finish a level to
move onto the next it becomes a frustrating, repetitive affair.
. It's short and rather easy but I enjoyed playing it!
However, I don't recommend paying for it unless you buy the "Two Worlds Collection", then it's an alright little game.. The
game was cheap.
The game is cheap.
Nothing more to know about.. PROS:
+ adds a bit to the Two Worlds II story
CONS:
- terrible graphics
- poor sound
- imbalanced levels
- gets boring\/tedious fast
Comment:
I got this game as part of the Epic Edition. Now it is part of the Two Worlds 2 Complete bundle (also sold separetely
too, of course). I like tower defense games, played my share of them on Steam and in free flash games. Because of this I
can say that this tower defense is truly terrible. Why? Well, it looks terrible, sounds are bad and the level design is
poor. The only nice thing about it is that it sort of shows a short prequel story to the Two Worlds II game. It consists of
5 levels and an arena. Here is what it is about -1st lvl: defend the castle from orcs, 2nd lvl: defeat orcs in their camp,
3rd lvl: fight desert guardians, 4th lvl: fight more desert guardians and find first throne, 5th lvl: fight undead and find
the second throne ... the two thrones are used for the energy transfer and this is where Two Worlds II starts. Gameplay
is standard but there are difficulty spikes, for example when you you destroy EVERYTHING with fire mages and then
in the last wave the boss comes in and wrecks you. If you got it already then try it, if you want to, but there is no real
reason to buy this in the bundle or separately. There are better (FREE!) flash tower defense games out there...
-----------------------------------------------------------------If you liked this review you can find more on the Curator page or in my Review Corner.. I really enjoyed this game i got
for 90%. Along with the whole Two Wolrds collection for under $10. I DO NOT recommend buying at full price as the
game lacks proper content and detail. It's pretty much a slap together tower defence that give you something to do
while downloading another game. If yu get the coupon then get it but It's not worth it to pay full price.. It's short and
rather easy but I enjoyed playing it!
However, I don't recommend paying for it unless you buy the "Two Worlds Collection", then it's an alright little game.
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